NOTE: KR-BR2 IS BOTTOM RAISE POLE WITHOUT OFFSETS

FOR CONCEALED WIRING

OFFSETS REFER TO APPROPRIATE DRAWINGS (KR-2-SB, ETC)

BOTTOM RAISE INDICATOR SWITCH REFER TO DRAWING KR-IB-SB

1. 8-23 X 3/8 FHSCS SS YES KRM89090 1
2. O-RING 1.375 ID X 1.5625 OD X 3/32 SIL YES KRM89118 1
3. INNER POLE BUSHING YES KRM93901 1
4. 1/2" BOTTOM RAISE BUSHING YES KRM89005 1
5. STRAIN RELIEF YES KRM89044 1
6. CLAMP COLLAR ASSEMBLY YES KR-1-LC 1
7. CLAMP COLLAR ASSY YES KRM89042 2
8. BLACK RUBBER GRIP YES KRM89043 1
9. BUSHING NO KRM25030 1
10. OUTER POLE 1 7/8 OD YES KRM89004 2 FT
11. INNER POLE 1 3/8 OD NO KRM89003 5.63 FT

ITEM DESCRIPTION SELLABLE PART NUMBER QTY

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

MODEL 500 POLE ASSY

A Safe Fire Brand 1.800.645.0074
www.fireresearch.com

Dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.